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Printmaker Collaborator

As a process for creating art, printmaking has many similarities 
to the scientific method. Printmakers dream up the imagery, 

experiment with their mediums, proof their plates, manipulate 
the variables (one at a time) and proof again to be able to create 
the desired results in the final edition. Scientists, engineers and 

others in related fields, work through similar steps in conducting 
experiments and attempting to prove or disprove a hypothesis. 
Intersecting Methods is a portfolio that brings together the arts 
and the sciences to create collaborative prints by partnering a 

printmaker with a scientist, engineer, or other.



Matthew McLaughlin And Mason Trappio

Candling
Printmaking and Western Blots, a technique for viewing specific extracted proteins, are 
very similar procedures. As I watched Matt remove the background of my laboratory 
notebook with masking layers, I told him about how we similarly use a solution of non-
fat milk to reduce the amount of background signal so that we can see only what we want 
to see. “Candling” is a procedure that shows us, by shining a light underneath the egg, 
which eggs are developing and which are not. This egg, though brilliant, has not developed 
and will be discarded. Research is a very fascinating thing, discovering what exists or 
does not, and what we might be doing that prevents us from proving our hypotheses. A 
working model of what we are researching is impressed onto the egg, though all of the 
interactions among the different proteins are unknown.

Matthew McLaughlin received his BFA 
degree in Fine Arts from Ringling College 
of Art in 2007 and Design and his MFA 
degree in Printmaking from Arizona 
State University in 2011. Since then he 
has  been an instructor of printmaking at 
the Corcoran College of Art and Design 
in Washington, DC and an instructor of 
foundations at the University of Maryland 
in College Park, MD and teaches workshops 
on different printmaking techniques 
at regional print shops. Matthew has 
participated in numerous print exchanges 
and was part of the initial Lumen Prize 
Exhibition, in 2012, which showed around 
the world.

Mason Trappio is a performer and 
a research assistant in the Animal 
Science department at the University of 
Maryland helping with experiments in 
neuroendocrine regulated growth and 
development in chickens and mice. He 
uses the analytical and critical thinking 
skills needed in the lab and applies them 
to stages in the Washington DC Metro 
area.



“Candling”
2014
Screenprint and Polymer Relief



Georgia Deal and Karen Prestegaard

Foot Soldiers
With water levels rising, due to global warming, along the Patuxent waterways in the 
Mid-Atlantic region, Dr. Prestegaard is particularly interested in three plants, two 
native, Spatterdock and Wild Rice, and one non-native species, hydrilla.  Her research 
is  designed to measure plant cover, velocity and sediment accumulation under all three 
types of vegetation. The goal is  to determine the type of vegetation that is most effective 
at trapping sediment and maintaining marsh elevations. Georgia  included graphs from 
Karen’s research, as well as the isotopic compositions of the plants that she created in 
the print and titled it “Foot Soldiers” as that was the term Karen used to describe these 
plants “roles” in protecting the Patuxent Waterway.

Georgia Deal is an artist working in print 
and handmade paper, and is Professor 
and head of Printmaking at the Corcoran 
College of Art + Design in Washington DC, 
where she  also introduced Papermaking 
and Book Arts to the curriculum.  Her 
work is included in the collections of 
the Library of Congress, the Corcoran 
Museum, Yale University Library, and the 
Philadelphia Museum amongst others.  
She is the recipient of a NY State Council 
of the Arts Award, Yaddo Fellowship, and 
Maryland State Individual Artists Awards.  
She received in MFA from the University 
of Georgia, Athens, and has taught print, 
paper and book workshops nationally and 
abroad .

Dr. Karen Prestegaard is an associate 
professor in the department of Geology 
at the University of Maryland, College 
Park. She has been a member of National 
Academy of Sciences committees that 
have evaluated national priorities for 
wetland mitigation and stream programs. 
She studies watersheds, streams, and 
wetlands and is particularly interested 
in how these systems adjust to climate 
change, urbanization, and changes in 
nutrient and sediment loads. Much of her 
recent work has been on the interactions 
among channel shape, water flow, and 
vegetation in freshwater tidal channels.  
The collaboration with the artist Georgia 
Deal lead to her current study of the 
role of plant decomposition in channel 
morphology.



“Foot Soldiers”
2014
Screenprint and Relief on 
Handmade paper



Ellie Honl and Michael Herman

Untitled
After much discussion of Matthewʼs proposal, we decided to highlight how Michaelʼs 
scientific practices and Ellieʼs art practices are similar through a visual documentation 
of our process. Michael uses a specialized audio software called JBL LAC II to calculate 
the placement of speaker cabinets in a space to create the best direct sound. The data he 
inputs into the software includes the model and number of cabinets, the angles between 
cabinets, the type and position of rigging hardware, and the height of the rigging points. 
This creates a graph with data that tells him what the space will sound like. He uses this 
data to make minor adjustments to the system before he commits to a configuration. 
We decided to take four different screen captures of Michaelʼs virtual process that Ellie 
screenprinted one-at-a-time using the CMYK process onto frosted mylar to emulate the 
look of a computer monitor. Similar to Michaelʼs process, Ellie made minor adjustments 
to each quadrant to continually improve the outcome. Some of these adjustments were 
size of halftone, color printing order, concentration of color, and halftone screen angle. 
We then included our handwritten adjustments at the bottom of each graph. What 
we discovered through creating this print was how similarly we worked through our 
processes. Educated trial and error and close evaluation of outcomes were utilized. We 
learned that we both had to work through less than ideal circumstances.

Ellie Honl is currently a Visiting Assistant 
Professor at Indiana University. Her 
artwork has been shown nationally in 
over thirty exhibitions. Her multimedia 
work combines printmaking, alternative 
process photography, sculpture and 
video, and whimsically explores the 
many ways people cope with challenging 
situations. She has taught printmaking 
courses at Universities and Art Centers 
around the country including Frogmanʼs 
Print Workshop, Seattle Center for Book 
Arts, Kala Art Institute, the University of 
Wisconsin Stevens Point, the University of 
Wisconsin Eau Claire, and Arizona State 
University. She received her Bachelor 
of Arts degree from St. Olaf College, and 
Masters of Fine Arts in printmaking from 
the University of Iowa. She is originally 
from Stevens Point, Wisconsin.

Michael Herman is an audio and video 
engineer for Video West in Tempe, Arizona. 
On the job at live events, he works with 
many spaces - from living rooms to arenas, 
with a diverse range of content across 
the United States. He enjoys the creative 
problem-solving that is an everyday part 
of his work and the unique perspective 
gained by a life lived behind-the-scenes. 
He received a Bachelor of Science degree 
in mathematics from Arizona State 
University and has taught mathematics 
from middle school through college levels. 
A love of music has also been nurtured 
throughout his life, and a combination 
of his creative and logical affinities led 
to his full time work in the field of audio 
production. Michael is originally from 
Phoenix, Arizona.



Untitled
2014
Screenprint on Mylar



Travis Janssen and Thomas Hnasko

Cosmoneurography
Cosmoneurography is a collaborative work that combined an image of a neural circuit 
from Hnasko Lab at UC San Diego and an infrared image of the Milky Way galaxy 
taken by NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope. Hnasko and Janssen engaged with the notion 
of “artist’s renditions” prevalent in the world of popular imagery, questioning the 
objectivity of images and their level of authenticity. Analogies are often made between 
the complexities of space and the human mind. Hnasko and Janssen created a mash-
up, comparing and combining the various qualities of their source images. Text was 
developed to address possible roles that cosmologists, neuroscientists, and artists play 
in contemporary society.

Travis Janssen received an MFA degree in 
Printmaking from Arizona State University 
in 2007 and a BFA from University of 
Wisconsin, Madison in 2000. He has 
shown work in over 140 exhibitions in 
venues across the United States and 
international locales including Finland, 
Iran, New Zealand, Russia, Sweden, and 
the United Kingdom. He currently leads 
Printmaking and 2-D Foundations at 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.

Thomas Hnasko received his PhD in 
Neurobiology & Behavior from the 
University of Washington in 2006 for 
his work in the laboratory of Richard 
Palmiter. He continued his studies as 
a postdoctoral fellow at the University 
of California- San Francisco in the 
laboratories of Robert Edwards and 
Howard Fields. He also received a BS in 
Pharmacology & Toxicology from the 
University of Wisconsin- Madison in 
1999. He currently is a faculty member in 
the Department of Neurosciences at the 
University of California- San Diego where 
he leads Hnasko Lab.



Front

Back
“Cosmoneurography”
2014
Screenprint and Inkjet print



Elizabeth Klimek and Erin D’Vileskis

Landscape 20
The collaboration for Landscape 20 is based on the work of Elizabeth Klimek, who focuses 
on the economic climate of the current world- wide recession and brings the human 
element to a faceless, ubiquitous topic.  Erin and Elizabeth are neighbors, so it seemed 
natural that they started with the notion of home. They used Elizabeth’s photographs of 
homes of rural Appalachia, and coupled them with Erin’s technical drawings of Elizabeth’s 
house.  “We wanted the print  to look as though the images in the top half were floating 
and supported by nothing,” said Elizabeth, “which is a metaphor for the current housing 
market”. 

It also seemed fitting to include some everyday elements into the physical make- up of 
the print which were personal to Erin and Elizabeth.  Elizabeth uses lemon juice in her 
work, and Erin brews her own beer.  Using these items gave the work a fun and personal 
twist.

Elizabeth Klimek lives and works in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland. She exhibits her 
work in the US and recently in Finland, 
China, New Zealand, and Australia.  She 
is an instructor of printmaking at the 
Corcoran College of Art and Design in 
Washington, DC.  She received her BFA 
from West Virginia University and her 
MFA from the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville.  She is currently serving on the 
executive board of SGC International as 
newsletter/journal editor.

elizabethklimek.com

Erin D’Vileskis is a mechanical engineer 
who works in Germantown, MD. Her 
work focuses on electronics packaging, 
which includes design, analysis, and 
testing of electronic components and their 
respective enclosures to ensure survival 
and functionality under harsh conditions. 
Outside of work, her activities include 
brewing beer and baking.



“Landscape 20”
2014
Screenprint, Lemon juice and 
Stout Beer



Gabriela Muñoz and Julie Ganas

Wondrous Rhizome
Sunflower roots have the amazing ability of cleaning up the soil from pollutants through 
a process known as rhyzofiltration. A plant that is indigenous to the Southwest, cultivated 
by Native-Americans in present-day Arizona and New Mexico as early as 3000 BCE, has 
now become a migrating agent that fights bio-hazards all over the world: from Japan 
(Fukushima), to the Ukraine (Chernobyl), to New Orleans (Katrina). The migration of 
the plant in this specific working capacity and its subsequent disposal once it has been 
used -- as it becomes full of the hazardous material it lifts from the soil -- is an interesting 
parallel to global patterns of migrant labor.

This variable edition is digitally printed with archival ink on handmade paper, produced 
with sunflower stalks, saguaro, and cotton clothing from migrants’ clothing. Each sheet 
is unique. Each print was produced utilizing a slightly different color profile. A sunflower 
root has been hand cut in the canter of each print. QR code cards that lead to websites 
relating to sunflowers are included alongside with a sunflower seed that may be used for 
planting.

Gabriela Muñoz is an interdisciplinary 
artist and arts educator. She received 
her BA in English literature and an 
MFA in Printmaking from Arizona State 
University. She works at the Phoenix Art 
Museum as the curatorial assistant of 
Latin American Art. Her work reflects her 
experiences as a woman of color in the 
Border, posing questions about the liminal 
nature of all identities. She functions as an 
archivist as much as an artist, exploring 
the mechanisms through which culture is 
collectively produced.

Julie Ganas is a video technologist and 
new media expert. She received her BFA in 
Intermedia from Arizona State University. 
She is an arts educator and works  with arts 
institutions such as Scottsdale Museum of 
Contemporary Art (SMoCA) in technology 
consultation. Her work is concerned with 
exploring feminist and personal issues as 
they relate to our visual and technological 
environments.



“Wondrous Rhizome”
2014
Inkjet print and Cut imagery on 
Handmade paper made from 
sunflower, saguaro and migrant 
clothing



Dennis O’Neil and Jay Krueger

2.19.14

Dennis O’Neil is Professor of Art and 
Instructor in Screen printing since 1987 
at the Corcoran College of Art + Design, 
O’Neil is an artist/printmaker and director 
of non-profit collaborative workshop, 
Hand Print Workshop International, 
Alexandria, VA. O’Neil founded the 
Moscow Studio in Russia from 1991-96 
and continues to work collaboratively with 
Russian and American artists at HPWI. 

The varied and experimental works for 
which his studio is known, have been 
featured in exhibitions nationally and 
internationally, including MoMA, the 
Tretyakov Gallery, the Pushkin Museum 
and the Library of Congress. Mr. O’Neil’s 
work is a leading force in redefining the 
nature and use of collaborative screen-
printing today.

Jay Krueger is the head of painting 
conservation at the National Gallery 
of Art in Washington, DC. A lapsed 
printmaker and board member of Hand 
Print Workshop International, he has also 
served on governing boards and advisory 
panels for numerous arts and conservation 
organizations and government arts 
agencies, and was the president of the 
American Institute for Conservation from 
1997 to 1999.  He has studied and lectured 
on the painting materials and techniques 
of many modern and contemporary 
artists and regularly advises artists on 
the selection and use of materials. He 
is currently serving on the board of 
directors of the International Network for 
Conservation of Contemporary Art-North 
America (INCCA-NA).



“2.19.14”
2014
Screenprint



Howard Paine and Hassan Zaraket

Transmission #3
For the past several years, I have had the opportunity to work with research scientists 
at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. After a decade of reading and thinking about 
science at a distance, I am now engaged at close range. I have been granted access to 
images and information that are currently being used in research for a variety of diseases, 
particularly cancer. In addition, I have had illuminating conversations with the scientists 
who are actively doing this research. This has allowed me to understand the science 
behind their work, but also to probe their thoughts and emotional responses as well. 

For several months Dr. Zaraket and Iconversed entirely by email, he had a very busy 
research schedule, and I was conducting a job search. He sent images and explanations 
of his research and I would then take his emails and write my comments and questions 
directly into his emails. This process went back and forth for several months. We met 
face to face at for the first time at the opening of the Art of Science reception in the fall 
of 2013.

Howard Paine is an Associate Professor and 
Chair of Art and Design at the University 
of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg, 
MS. He received an MFA in Printmaking 
from Washington University in St. Louis in 
1995, and a BA in Studio Art and American 
Studies from Grinnell College in 1992. He 
is an active digital artist and printmaker 
and works to combine these media. For 
the past several years his work has been 
concerned with the interaction of biology 
and technology. His work has been shown 
regionally and nationally.

Dr. Hassan Zaraket is Howard’s current 
research partner, who studies the 
influenza virus. He studies HA and NA 
receptors in the influenza virus, these are 
the proteins that determine how virulent 
a particular strain of the virus will be and 
were referred to by the shorthand H5N1 
(bird flu) or H1N1 (swine flu) in the media.



“Transmission 3.0”
2014
Woodcut and Inkjet print



Andrew Polk and Michael Hammer

The Gift
At 6 months old, the signs were subtle. The parents noticed eye blinks and tremors in 
their daughter’s tiny hands. As time passed, she began missing the key developmental 
milestones like rolling over, sitting up, crawling, and walking. An EEG showed what her 
parents and her doctor already knew. She was having epileptic seizures. As is often the 
case with infant onset epilepsy, her symptoms and development fit no known pattern. 
Her disease couldn’t be given a name or a cause. At age 4, the seizures worsened. It was 
horrifying for her parents to watch their daughter having her seizures, but she had hun-
dreds of them over the course of her life, and they learned to adapt. Every seizure took 
a toll. She developed autism and scoliosis. She had a better vocabulary at four than she 
did at twelve. She wore a brace and needed 24 hour care. The amount of attention she 
required was substantial, but this was not a burden to the parents. Her father explained 
that being with her was like living between the second hands of a clock. “You just had to 
shut out your world and slow things way down and just sit with her and let her point to 
things she wanted you to interact with.” One night, as he slept, she died. He heard noth-
ing, and there was no evidence of a seizure. The relationship between her brain, heart 
and lungs, simply broke down.

Andrew Polk is an artist who lives and 
works in Tucson, Arizona, USA. His prints, 
paintings, drawings, and video works have 
been exhibited throughout the United 
States, and in such other countries as 
England, Wales, Ireland, India, Bulgaria, 
New Zealand, Australia, and China. Polk 
is a Professor of Art at the University of 
Arizona within the School of Art where he 
served as Director from 1994-2001. He 
teaches courses in printmaking, drawing, 
watercolor, and critical issues. Polk is an 
abstract artist at heart who enjoys complex 
narratives. In his current works, he uses 
a private code to engage viewers in the 
mystery laden beauties of unintelligible 
text. Together with his wife, Kathryn, he is 
co-owner of L-Vis Press.

Michael Hammer is a research scientist at 
the University of Arizona in Tucson who has 
run a productive lab in human evolutionary 
genetics for the past 25 years. His group 
has applied DNA sequence analysis to test 
models for the origin of our species and 
to infer the evolutionary forces shaping 
patterns of genetic variation in a variety of 
human populations. His professional and 
personal experiences have endowed him 
with a passion to translate discoveries in 
the lab to the medical clinic, and to help 
children and their families who suffer 
from early childhood disorders. His 
laboratory is currently using the latest 
DNA sequencing technology to discover 
the genetic causes of epilepsy and other 
neurodevelopmental disorders.



“The Gift”
2014
Lithography



Gretchen Schermerhorn and Patricia Lee

Intersecting Pathways
We need to find new drugs to cure Malaria because our current ones are losing 
effectiveness due to emerging resistance. One way to do this is to use genetics to find a 
“magic bullet” that will hit the parasite and leave the host (humans) safe.  The malaria 
parasite contains an organelle called an apicoplast, whose origin can be traced back to 
photosynthetic cyanobacteria. Since the apicoplast does not exist in humans, this gives 
scientists a unique opportunity to use a malaria/human phylogenetic map to find targets 
for new drugs that cure the disease and leaves humans unharmed.

Gretchen Schermerhorn is a printmaker 
and hand papermaker, and her work 
often combines the two media. Her work 
is a study of mapped visual relationships 
between humans, science, politics and 
psychology. 

Ms. Schermerhorn is currently the Artistic 
Director at Pyramid Atlantic Art Center in 
Silver Spring, Maryland. She received her 
MFA in Printmaking from Arizona State 
University in 2004. She has completed 
artist residencies at Women’s Studio 
Workshop in New York, Columbia College 
Center for Book and Paper in Chicago, 
Seacourt Print Workshop in Northern 
Ireland, and California State University. 
Her prints, installations and works on 
paper works have been exhibited in New 
York, Boston and Washington DC, and 
her work is in national and international 
collections. She currently teaches in the 
printmaking department at the Corcoran 
College of Art + Design.

Patty Lee is currently the Lab Manager in 
the Division of Experimental Therapeutics, 
Department of Discovery at the Walter 
Reed Army Institute of Research.  She 
received her M.S. from Johns Hopkins 
University in 2002.  Most of her research 
has focused on target-based drug discovery 
and the high-throughput screening of 
potential anti-malarial compounds.

Patty Lee is  also a confirmed bibliophile 
and has made a study of the book arts.   
Her work consists of an exploration 
of historical bookbinding and the 
invention of hybrid book structures. An 
enduring curiosity about ancient cities 
and languages, complicated systems 
and the nature of their connections, 
and theoretical schematics continues 
to influence the direction of her work. 
Currently, she resides in Maryland and 
is the Bookbinding Associate at Pyramid 
Atlantic Art Center and a member of the 
Guild of Book Workers.



“Intersecting Pathways”
2014
Screenprint and Hand coloring



Brett Schieszer and Kyle Gustafson

Three Cheers for Peter Rabbit by Otto Gustavo is a collaboration and investigation 
of perception.  Although no scientific methods were used in the collaboration the pairing 
was inspired by the theories studied by Jakob von Uexkull in his area of research on 
Umwelt.  How differently is our reading of tales from childhood altered as we go through 
life and experience and build understandings? What is the result when the story is filtered 
through a linguist and then depicted by a visual artist.
 
The project: in the words of the writer involved,
“The project began as an attempt to envision the process of how ideas are re-communicated, 
re-purposed or, more accurately, bullied about by generations. Taking the well-known 
children’s story of “The Tale of Peter Rabbit” by Beatrix Potter (1902), the final print 
attempts to represent the effect situation, persona, and character has upon the telling of 
a story through consequence, in-consequence, and somewhere loosely found in-between. 
Inevitably, it represents a moment (perhaps one that is lopsided) where everything comes 
to a point, where the word or brush stroke is uttered, and has to take responsibility for 
what came before it, what might come after it, and what might should have came out to 
begin.”     –Otto Gustavo (Kyle Gustafson) 

Brett Schieszer holds a Masters of Fine 
Arts from Arizona State University.   He 
as worked at Lawrence Lithography 
Workshop (KC,MO) and Cirrus Editions 
(LA,CA), professional fine arts Lithography 
presses.  He is currently living, working, 
and making art in Cincinnati, OH

Kyle Gustafson lives is Denver, Colorado 
and holds Masters degrees in both English 
and Legal Administration.  By day, he 
operates as a clerk at the Denver Judicial 
Branch, and by night, he explores the 
inner workings of the thought processes 
through creative writing. 



“Three Cheers for Peter Rabbit” 
by Otto Gustavo
2014
Woodcut relief with pressure 
printing and intaglio collage



Patrick Vincent and Owen Vincent

Untitled
Owen and Patrick discussed each other’s respective practices as brothers might over 
various family dinners, texts and phone calls. The connecting thread between Owen’s 
life as a doctor and Patrick’s as an artist is their respect for narrative and the telling of 
experience. It was Owen’s suggestion that they look into “narrative medicine” a practice 
of translating the interaction between the patient and doctor into prose. They winnowed 
down the scope to a particularly emotional experience between Owen and patient. 
They distilled elements of the experience that Patrick translated into a visual collage—
including Owen’s handwritten account into a photopolymer relief plate. The print is a 
reflection of the mood of Owen’s experience and the emotional toll of delivering difficult, 
life-changing news to another human being.

Patrick Vincent is from Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. He received his B.F.A. from 
the University of Minnesota, Twin 
Cities, and his M.F.A. from Arizona State 
University. He has worked for the design/
letterpress workspace Studio on Fire, 
the Minnesota Center for Book Arts, and 
Pyracantha Press. With this foundation in 
books, printmaking, and design, Patrick 
creates original works of art as well as 
collaborates with individuals through 
print media. Presently, Patrick is the 
Assistant Professor of Printmaking at 
Minnesota State University, Moorhead in 
Moorhead, MN.

Owen Vincent, older brother of Patrick, 
is also from Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
He received a B.S. in Bacteriology 
and Microbiology from University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, and is a Doctor of 
Osteopathic Medicine having studied 
at the DeBusk College of Osteopathic 
Medicine of Lincoln Memorial University 
in Harrogate, Tennessee. Owen has 
authored and co-authored papers on both 
microbiology and osteopathic medicine. 
He is most recently a Resident Physician 
at Concord Hospital in Concord, New 
Hampshire and a Paul Ambrose Fellow at 
the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy 
and Clinical Practice. Presently, Owen is 
moving to Prairie de Chien, WI to work as 
a Family Practitioner.



Untitled
2014
Screenprint and Polymer Relief


